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THE NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY TRV FROM
OIMlYSOII
(set at 20°C) give~ warning when the valve
is turned to higher temperatures.
The reversible body can be fitted on
the flow or return radiator tapping, and
a fully-closed position on the valve
means the radiator can be safely
removed if necessary.
••• The Myson TRV H can also
be locked at one setting or
limited to a specific range of
temperatures. It's available in
polished chrome or satin brass
finishes, in a full range of sizes
and with a comprehensive
range of accessories.
I I 11Meet the only valve to beat the MysonTRY. The new high efficiency Myson TRV
H. Setting new standards in thermostatic
radiator valve systems. Giving your
customers the benefits of the latest energy
saving technology. And helping to achieve
better SAP ratings in new homes.
The styling is slim, elegant and
very, very practical. The non-rising
head reduces dust traps and gives
a smooth operating action, made
all the easier by ergonomically-
designed sculpted fingerholds and
clear setting marks. And the
notched economy position
POTIERTON MVSON (IRELAND), BELGARD ROAD, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24. TEL: 01 - 459 0870; FAX: 01 - 459 0880
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The Heritage Society and
CIBSE held a joint evening on "
"Early Developments in Building
Services in Ireland" recently.
The talk was presented by
Sean Mulcahy, Director, VMRA
and dealt with the development
of utility and environmental
services in buildings in Ireland
in the last 19th and early 20th
century. Pictured at the evening
are Gareth Scaife, Heritage
Society; Sean Mulcahy; and
OIiver Reddy, Chairman,
CIBSE.
Early Developments in
Building Services in Ireland
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£1 Million Investment Yields Innovative Result
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trade awareness of energy-
efficiency issues.
"Myson has shared in the success
of this growing market with the
widely-specified TRV. The new
Myson TRV 11 incorporates
additional features which help the
customer use and understand
individual radiator control.
"The non-rising head design makes
adjustment smoother and reduces
dust traps while the economy
position helps in achieving fuel
efficiency. The positive shut-off
ensures radiators can be removed
safely without water leakage.
"Government figures indicate
householders can save up to 17%
on their heating bills and, with only
22% of households with automatic-
fired systems having TRV's fitted,
the market looks forward to
continuing growth in the future".
Contact: Vincent Broderick.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870.
Below: The new Myson TRV 11 high-
efficiency thermostatic radiator valve
from Potterton Myson.
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Myson TRY 11 Sets
New Industry
Standard
Potterton Myson Iusing the fully-closed position on(Ireland) Ltd has launched the valve.an inovative Maximum operating
new thermostatic The new Myson pressure for the new
radiator valve to TRV 11 TRV is 10 bar, with a
replace the Myson, maximum water
TRV. Incorporates new temperature of 129°C.
Following a £1 million features which Optional finishes
investment, the help the include polished
Myson TRV 11 was chrome or brass.
designed and customer use National Sales
developed by Myson and understand Manager for Potterton
Scanglo, the largest individual Myson Ireland, Vincent
employer in the d' t control Broderick, says: ''The
heating sector in ra la or TRV market has
Ireland. shown very significant
The new Myson TRV 11 features a growth since the 1980's, fuelled by
number of signifcant design customer demand and increased
enhancements over its predecessor ,..----------------,------- L......
and the competition, "making it one
of the most practical and energy-
efficient valves currently available,"
according to Sean Hanratty,
Managing Director.
With the Myson TRV 11, separate
temperature control of individual
areas is easily achieved. The
adjustable temperature setting
featured in the TRV 11 allows pre-
selection of temperature for closed
rooms. An economy position is built
in and set at 20°C.
The TRV 11 has also been styled,
says Hanratty, to be one of the
most practical valves on the
market. Specially sculptured
fingergrips and easy-to-read
markings are featured on the head,
which is also non-rising to avoid
collecting distant dust.
The reversible body on this latest
Myson TRV also means it can be
fitted to either the flow or return
radiator tapping. Radiators fitted
with the TRV 11 can be safely
removed for decorating purposes
2 BSNews, February 1996 4
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Mitsubishi Electric B5 EN
ISO 9002 Factory Award
What Value CIBSE
Membership?
total output to 50,000", said
factory General Manager, Mr
Kenji Ito. Of the total 50,000
units, 38,000 will be outdoor
unit and 12,000 indoor units.
units, as well as PLH and PEHD
indoor ceiling cassettes, received
the award on the first application.
"We plan to produce an extra
20,000 unit this year, taking ourconditioning unit produced by
the factory's 180-strong work
force is guaranteed to be of a
consistently high standard.
The factory, which produces
Mitsubishi's PUH and PU
outdoor heat pumps and cooling
The Mitsubishi Electric air
conditioning factory in
Livingston, Scotland, has been
awarded the BS EN ISO 9002
award for manufacturing quality
control. The award means that
every Mitsubishi Electric air
The Mitsubishi Electric air conditioning factory in Livingston has been
awarded the BS EN ISO 9002 award for manufacturing quality control.
Pictured are (L-R): Jim Williamson, Production Manager, Mitsubishi Electric;
Kenji Ito, Factory General Manager; and Alex McLoughlin from the BSI.
Mr Jack Connah was found guilty recently by Sunderland
Magistrates Court in the UK of knowingly making three false
statements as to membership of trade and professional institutions,
including CIBSE.
The case - Sunderland City Council v Jack Connah - came before
Sunderland Magistrates of 12 January 1996. Mr Connah was found
guilty of three offences under Section 14(1) of the Trade De criptions
Act 1968 and was fined £1500 and ordered to pay the Local
Authority's costs of £1000.
"The comparatively high fines for this matter indicate", says CIBSE
Secretary Andrew Ramsay, "the seroiusness with which courts take
this sort of misrepresentation. The Institution is pleased that the
interests of its members have been defended on this occasion and is
grateful to Sunderland City Council for its successful prosecution".
Humidifiers for large
industrial areas
• Choice of cold water or steam systems
• Controlled humidity to within ± 2.5%
• Fully automatic operation
• Extremely low maintenance costs
• Hygienic, safe and reliable operation
• Easy installation and long service life
• From JS. The UK's No 1 Humidifier Co
Automotive
Furniture
NOBODY KNOWS HUMIDIFICATION BETTER
JS Humidifiers
Rustington Trading Estate, Artex Avenue,
Rustington, West Sussex, BN 16 3LN, UK.
Tel: 01903 850 200 Fax 01903 850 345
email: js@js-humidifiers.compulink.co.uk
web: http://www.compulink.co.uk/-js-humidifiers/
Printing
Electronics
Cool Stores Paper
Fruit and Vegetable Storage
Textile
Tobacco
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Niche direct gas fired system as
supplied by Euro Gas in the main
hall of the RDS
The Benefits of Niche
Direct Gas Firing
Euro Gas Ltd was one of the first companies in Ireland to introduce
direct gas firing on natural gas or LPG with air handling units as an
alternative to the more conventional steam of low-pressure hot water
units in Ireland. It has now successfully commissioned over 200 direct
gas fired systems throughout Ireland over the past eight years, with
projects ranging from as small as 30kw to as large as 4,000 kw and
with fan capacities from 0.56m3/sec. to 80m3/sec.
Euro Gas has supplied equipment to an extensive range of industries,
including public houses, night clubs, restaurants, sports halls,
community halls, indoor running tracks, exhibition centres,
universities, swimming pools, factories and hotels. Some of the larger
projects that Euro Gas has completed in the past 12 months are as
follows:-
Royal Dublin Society, Ballsbridge - Five iche direct gas fired air
handling units, two of which were rated at 750kw each and three rate
at 150kw each;
University College Galway - Nine unit with outputs varying from
200kw to 700kw, serving the complete campus;
Gormanstown Indoor Running Track - This is the largest multi-
purpo e sports centre in Ireland. Euro Gas supplied six unit, four
rated at 750kw and two units rated at 300kw.
Direct gas firing is also an attractive means of successfully heating and
ventilating churches at competitive prices. It is highly-efficient with
low running cost, a quick heat-up period and a very low noise level.
The Niche direct gas fired system is an ideal solution for modern or
old churches and cathedrals. Some typical examples of successful
installations are Merrion Road Church, Dublin; Sean McDermott
Street Church, Dublin;
Faranree Church, Cork; St
Mary's, Rathmines; and
Whitefriar's Street Church.
This is one of the churches
where two 250kw units were
recently installed and
commissioned by Bourke
Strand Engineering. These
units replaced an old low
pressure hot water system.
Another suitable location for
direct gas firing is swimming
pools, where cro s-plate heat
exchangers can be coupled
with direct gas fired units to
increase in overall
performance and efficiency and eliminate condensation.
In summary, the benefits of Niche direct gas fired systems are an
increase overall heating system efficiency; building pressurisation
leads to elimination of draughts; fully modulating temperature control
gives tighter environmental control and personal comfort; minimum
maintenance is required because of the implicity of equipment;
summer ventilation is provided by simply switching off the burner and
leaving the fan running to pull fresh air.
Contact: Pat Curran/Des Prendergast, Euro Gas. Tel: 0 I - 286 8244.
Vectaire's VX
range is ideal for
commercial
applications such
as offices,
restaurants and
shops.
Vectaire Boost for
Commercial Fans
Contractors should look out for new point of sale equipment for
Vectaire's VX range next time they visit their local wholesalers. The
company i supplying the brightly-coloured blue and yellow
demon tration stands to stockists across the country.
Vectaire's VX range of axial extractor fans has been designed
specifically to provide solutions to a wide range of ventilation
problems in shops, offices, canteens and re taurants.
Available in 6", 9" and 12" models, the fans are suitable for
installation into windows, walls. ceilings, panels and double-glazed
windows.
Automatic versions in all three sizes are equipped with silent, slow-
moving, delay-action shutters. The 9" and 12" automatic fans are
reversible and supplied complete with a variable speed, reversing
controller.
Extracting 750m3 of air per hour, the 9" model is suitable for use in
kitchens, shops and offices. The 12" version will rem.ove 1,4?0n:3 of
air per hour making it ideal for larger-scale commercial apphcatlOns,
including restaurants, hotels and warehou es.
All fans incorporate a neon light to indicate when the fan is in
operation and come complete with wall-fixing kits, making
installation both simple and quick.
Fans in the VX range comply with the current UK Building
Regulations and
conform to EEC
directives on
radio interference.
Contact:
Gay Byme,
Primetime Eltech.
Tel: 01 - 490
2632.
4 BSNews, February 1996
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Gas Safety
Training
Direct to
Client
Following the introduction of the
Gas Safety (Installation & Use)
Regulations 1994 and new
CORGI competence criteria for
training in safe gas installation,
Flame Technology Consultants
have responded by developing a
mobile training unit to deliver
gas safety courses direct to the
customer.
The "travelling roadshow"
comprises a high-tech trailer
which has been refurbished as a
self-contained training unit to
include fully operational gas
appliances such as boilers,
cookers and fires. It can
accommodate up to eight people
in a practical learning
·Continued on page 21
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED
C&F Quadrant require a sales representative
for their BoilerlBumer Division. Experience in
sales - and in the heating or building industry
in particular - is essential.
production areas. The system is
usually positioned between two
and three metres above floor
level. Mains water and
compressed air are fed to the
system which is controlled by an
electronic ensor linked to the
JetSpray control panel. When the
relative humidity falls below a
pre-set level, water and
compressed air are fed to the
atomising nozzles to raise the
humidity to the correct level. The
system is completely automatic.
By comparison with alternative
steam-generated humidification
systems, the JetSpray is said to
be exceptionally economical in
use. Response time is rapid, the
tangible results appearing as a
fine moisture spray without
producing any droplets of non-
atomi ed water.
Contact: Mark Stafford, JS
Industrial Services.
Tel: 0044 1812901703;
John Barker.
Tel: 00441903850200.
But there are other, commercial
considerations too. The spinning
machinery - particularly when
processing man-made fibres at
high speed - generates static
electricity which builds up in the
fibres affecting their strength,
elasticity and friction. This can
cause stoppages and breakdowns
leading to loss of production. A
minimum of between 50% and
55% relative humidity is needed
to effectively dissipate these
charges. Efficient humidification,
therefore, becomes an essential
part of life in the successful
operation of any spinning plant.
Typically, a Jet Spray system
comprises a number of atomising
nozzle directly mounted into a
grid format covering the
JetSpray Humidifier
Scores Again
The JS Jet Spray atomising
nozzle humidification system at
Mos ley Spinning Ltd, Ashton-
under-Lyne has recently been
extended by the addition of a
fourth system, this time on the
fourth floor.
This floor comprises some
10,000 sq ft of production space
processing Alpaca wool, some
acrylics and cotton. Maintaining
a constant humidity is essential
in order to keep the materials at
an optimum moisture regain
level. Natural fibres such as wool
n contain up to 17% moisture
regain and the required
atmo phere for achieving the
standard regain percentage is
normally 65%± 2% relative
humidity at 20°C, ± 2 degrees.
JS JetSpray in use in a tobacco house.
Baxi Solo 2 Range
The Baxi Solo 2 range of cast iron wall-mounted boilers combine
compactness with efficiency and power. Measuring just 600mm high,
both the Solo 2 PF and the Solo 2 RS have such low casing
temperatures and small clearances that they can fit behind cupboard
door, yet are available in outputs capable of heating anything from a
small flat to a large detached house.
The Solo 2 PF has a powered flue which means that the boiler can be
located up to two metres away from an outside wall, giving added
versatility in terms of location. This boiler also has a frost thermostat
which automatically fires up the boiler if temperatures fall below
4°C.
All boilers in the Solo 2 range are 80% efficient and have low NOx
emissions. They meet the European Directive and carry the CE
Mark.
Contact: Brian McTiernan, Heatmerchants. Tel: 0 I - 623 1248.
C&F Quadrant are a rapidly-expanding
company in the heating equipment distribution
business. Salary and conditions will depend on
expenence.
Contact:
Kay Scully at Tel: 01 - 6264917
to arrange an interview.
C&F Quadrant Ltd, Quadrant House,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20
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product review: pumps
S80/10) in single design and from 32mm
(TOP SD32/7) up to 80mm TOP
(SD80/10) in twin design.
There is also an electronic version of the
range available. Designated the TOP -
E, these new electronic circulators
complement the existing Star Wilo
electronic circulators which were only
available up to 50mm size.
Consequently, Wilo can now offer a
comprehensive range of electronic,
infinitely-variable circulators ranging in
size from 1 inch BSP (E25/1) up to
80mm f1anged (TOP - E 80/10) in single
pump and - uniquely - a twin range of
electronic circulators ranging in size
from 40mm flanged (TOP - EO 40/1-10)
up to 80mm flanged (TOP EO 80/1-10).
Developed at the Wilo Research Centre
in Dortmund, Germany, and extensively
tested in "field trials" throughout Europe,
this new range has many innovative
features, such as:·
- new pump housing design and 3-
dimensional impeller which increases
overall efficiency by 25%;
- new internal stainless steel one-piece
can/rotor design which enables the
pump to be self-venting and eliminates
the possibility of "dry running" which may
damage the pump;
- the pump impeller, terminal box, and
one-piece can/rotor cartridge can be
replaced if necessary;
- standard thermal insulation case
(single pumps only).
Main features of the TOP-RS, TOP-S,
TOP-SO dual pump range are:-
- 3-speed pump motors;
- motors comply to European voltage,
IEC regulations, 400v, 3-phase and
230v 1 phase - 50HZ;
- integrated overload protection on 3-
phase units with trip relay and fault
signal. 8MS interface facility included;
- Electrical direction of rotation light and
fault light indicators integrated in the
terminal box;
- Terminal box on 3-phase units suitable
for optional modules for 8MS interface
monitoring and controlling or alpha
numerical display of hydraulic and
electrical data;
- temperature range: -10°C to 130°C
(standard version), suitable for heating
and chilled water applications. The
pump windings are condensation-proof
Danfoss VL Tfrequency converters
from JJ Sampson & Son.
ranging in size from 1 inch BSP (TOP··
RS2517) up to 80mm flanged (TOP
Bank of TOP-SD pumps installed at the ESB
Head Office
•••Top Wilo
Top
Control
Danfoss VLT: Pump
Speed Regulation
Danfoss VLr® frequency converters are used for the infinite speed control of three-
phase ac motors.
The ratio between frequency and amplitude is such that the highest possible
efficiency and lowest possible motor noise is achieved.
A Danfoss VLA 30 proportional controller is used to regulate pressure. With this unit,
together with a VLr® frequency converter, pump speed can be regulated to give
constant outlet pressure.
VLr® frequency converters installed in pressure boosting plant offer the following
advantages:
Standard motors, and thereby standard pumps can be used;
No pressure storage tank on the pump pressure side;
No pressure storage tank or open
tank on the pump suction side;
Economic operation because
water mains pressure is used;
Standby pump can be connected;
No pressure surge in the water
mains;
No surge in the electrical mains
and good cos phi.
Details from JJ Sampson 7 Son
Ltd, 71 Cherry Orchard Industrial
Estate, Dubin 10.
Tel: 01 ·6268111.
Wilo Engineering Ltd, the Irish
subsidiary of the German-owned Op
Lander Group of pump companies, has
now completed the introduction of its
new TOP range to the Irish market. This
new range of high-efficiency circulators
is designed to reflect the technology now
demanded in building services design.
As technology for building services
moves towards increased efficiency,.
automatic controls, reduced energy
consumption, environmental
considerations as well as requirements
dictated by Building Management
Systems, the TOP range has been
developed to match these criteria.
The TOP range consists of circulators
6 BSNews, February 1996
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product review: pumps
close-coupled mechanical seal pumps
which can handle a temperature range
of -10°C to + 140°C for the standard
unit. This range is also now extended to
give an even greater choice to building
services design engineers.
Wilo continue to have available the Coe
range of pressure booster equipment
and the SFU range of heating system
filler unit for pressurised systems.
For more detailed information on the
complete range contact Wilo
Engineering Ltd, Unit 13, The Enterprise
Centre, Childers Road, Limerick.
Tel: 061 - 410963; Fax: 061 - 414728.
The successful Holfeld Pumps bowling team
which currently leads The Star Business
House League 1885/96 (from left to right) John
Redmond, Kevin Mooney, Adrian Boehm, John
Healy, Joseph King and seated, captain Janice
Dowling.
Holfeld Pumps ... One Source Supply
Founded in 1949, the HR Holfeld Group, diversified engineering product specialists,
has been operational throughout the building services industry as the foremost
supplier of pumping equipment. Throughout its history, this company has been Irish-
owned and controlled, has established a strong record and following with the
leading consultants, contractors and clients.
TM Dublin and Belfast-based firm is dedicated to the pursuit of excellence in
design, technology, engineering and performance. Holdfeld ~umps trades as the
leading fluid handling specialists in this country with over 45 years of professional
service supplied to industry.
Holfeld Pumps has concentrated on its bespoke manufacturing programme of the
Holpak range of packaged pumpsets, which has become a strong brand name here
in Ireland and on select overseas markets, including variable speed controlled cold
water booster sets; packaged chilled water and low pressure hot water
pressurisation systems; fuel oil transfer
sets; and condensate recovery sets.
During 1995 considerable
reorganisation and new management
structures were effected within Holfeld
Pumps. Its Dublin Office handled
orders and supplied a wide array of
specialised pumping equipment,
including the Tallaght Hospital,
Dunlaoghaire Ferry Port Terminal,
Guinness, Elan, Trinity College, Irish
Refining, Kinerton, and ESB projects
from its extensive portfolio of pump
agencies and principals.
Its Belfast office supplied the first
Grundfos CPV-8/2P 45KW vertical
multi-stage pump in the British Isles to
the Kiltinny Coleraine project, and the
higlight for Holfeld Pumps was to
supply four Kolmaks AL 1250 75Kw in-
line pumps to the largest CD
manufacturer in the world at Seageat in
Derry.
Holfeld Pumps sales support includes
selection, supply, select installation and
commissioning, service and repairs. The technical sales support team now includes
additional internal personnel who are available to back up pumping applications,
including heating/chilled water circulating; boiler-feed and booster pumps; plate heat
exchangers; rubber expansion joints; and level control and detection equipment.
Details from Holfeld Pumps, 2-4 Merville Road, Stillorgan, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 288 7361; Fax: 01 ·2887380.
to give each pump an equal run time is
also available. This is a feature which
has been available from Wilo control
equipment using a separate control box.
The TOP series of pumps is a
development towards providing a
circulator suitable for the building
services requirements of the 21 st
century.
All Wilo circulators carry the CE Mark
and are manufactured to ISO 9000
ensuring only the highest quality
circulators are available to the Irish
market.
Wilo also have a very extensive range of
Wilo Top-ED infinitably variable, twin pump
set.
as they are specially treated during
manufacture.
- connection sizes R 25mm - ON 80.
TOP-E, TOP-EO, (dual) electronic
finitely-variable pumpx - Features are
similar to the TOP RS, S, SO range
except:-
- terminal box incudes a micro-
processor-controlled frequency
converter that operates to maintain a
constant system pressure by variation of
pump speed and so matching the
system load at any given time,
minimising energy consumption.
(Savings of 50%+ are not unusual);
- all motors are 3-phase, suited for 230v
- 1-phase mains supply;
- integrated run and fault indication on
pump terminal box;
- BMS interface terminals as standard;
- Terminal box suitable for optional
module for BMS interface monitoring
d controlling or alpha numerical
isplay of pump performance data;
- temperature range: +20°C to 110°C;
- connection sizes: ON 40 to ON 80.
The development of the dual pump
version TOP-EO is an entirely new
concept of having a twin-pump set with
each motor infinitely variable. This has
been requested recently by design
engineers, now that the advantages of
variable speed control are well
recognised. Indeed, in some European
countries, legislation dictates the use of
infinitely variable speed pumps on all
new installations and replacement of
older pumps with the new electronic
version.
On the dual pump series automatic
changeover in the event of fault can be
programmed by the addition of the
relevant control modules onto the pump
itself. The alternation of the duty pump
BSNews, February 1996 7 9
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Grundfos AP Stands Deep
in Sewage and Effluent
Myson Pumps ... Altogether
The Best Alternative
The Myson "Compact" Range of
domestic heating pumps was totally
designed with the help of installers.
This may seem a strange claim from a
company whose engineering and design
expertise has always set a benchmark
but, in its opinion the installer - with
years of hands-on experience - is the
best judge of what he needs for today's
sophisticated central heating systems.
So Myson listened to installers, big and
small, and then, working from the shaft
outwards, designed and engineered a
pump range that will give optimum
performance in any system, coupled
with a level of reliability unsurprassed in
the marketplace.
It has a light, compact, ergonomically-
designed casing for easy handling;
enhanced motor torque for easier start-
up and to overcome system debris; plus
a host of other features. By making the
pump lighter and smaller, it's easier to
position. The unique tommy bar hole lets
you hold it still while it's being installed
while the larger, easy-to-wire terminals
with clearly marked captive screws
make connection quicker and simpler.
It's also possible to reposition or replace
the motor head without removing the
pump from the system.
The safe and sure manual restart knob
provides the simplest of methods to free
the pump should it become stuck. It also
provides a fast and safe means of
venting the pump manually, avoiding
exposure to hot water or steam which
can be a problem from a bleed screw
type assembly.
The Myson "Compact" range has also
been designed to automatically vent on
initial start-up should the manual venting
procedure have not been adopted, thus
preventing damage to shaft and
bearings.
Whatever the system, there's a Myson
"Compact" pump to suit - single speed
for simplicity or with 3-speed electrical
control for greater flexibility. With its
choice of fittings, the Myson "Compact"
range is an ideal replacement to put new
life into established systems.
Extra power hasn't meant extra noise.
8 BSNews, February 1996
By re-examining the construction of the
motor and enhancing the characteristics
of the hydraulics, Myson has achieved
powerful yet quiet pumps.
Every Myson "Compacf' pump comes
with an extended warranty as an added
reassurance of quality. All are
guaranteed for 30 months from date of
manufacture, a full year over the current
norm.
Manufacture is to a quality system
approved by British Standards to BS EN
ISO 9002 and Myson "Compact" pumps
are Kitemark-approved to BS1394.
This range complements the well-
established lines in Myson's extensive
portfolio which includes the SMC SE
range of cast-iron light commercial
circulators and the SMC SE bronze
range of secondary hot water
commercial circulators.
Both these ranges are available ex-
stock, sizes range from 1.25" to 2".
With a specialist team of field and in-
house technical engineers to take
Grundfos, a world leader in pump
technology, has always been known for
developing and producing high-quaity
pumps for clean water applications.
But do you know that a whole range of
products can be specified for most
waste water, sewage and effluent
applicatio~s as well?
The recently-launched Grundfos AP
range represents the company's serious
entry to the waste water sector by
offering the building industry a wide
range of entirely stainless steel and
traditional cast-iron pumps for drainage,
efffluent and sewage. The new line of
waste water pumps fully complements
the high-quality clean water pumps
Grundfos is already world famous for.
The new expanded Ap range of pumps
can handle waste water containing
The Myson Compact from Potterton Myson
(Ireland) Ltd.
customer quieries, Potterton Myson can
provide expert advice on system design,
specification and installation.
Full after-sales service and spares are
also available and these are
complemented by the company's unique
training facility which is located at its
headquarters on the Belgard Road.
Details from Potterton Myson (Irl) Ltd,
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870; Fax: 01 - 459 0880.
One of the Grundfos AP auto-coupling
systems.
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Super Silent
Stars.
EXPANDED RANGE:
With the addition of the new
E 50, the Star Wilo range is
now suitable for use on family
homes or larger commercial
applications.
The E 50 is designed
using state of the art technol-
ogy which utilises the Wilo
concept of matching the
pump output to system load
requirements. This helps eli-
minate water velocity noise
from heating systems which
use thermostatic radiator
valves.
All Star Wilo pumps are
easy to install, you simply set
the required duty point and
enjoy the comfort of a pump
that automatically regulates
itself.
Try one and convince
yourself.
1....01
Pumping perfection
WILO Engineering Ltd., Enterprise Centre,
Childers Road, Limerick, Ireland,
Telephone: 061-410963· Telefax: 061-41472811
et al.: BS News
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product review: pumps
Part of the new AP sewage, effluent and drainage pump range from Grundfos.
solids ranging in size from 1Omm to
100mm. It consists of 10 basic pump
models (each with many variants),
including the APG grinder pumps and
the complete APUAPLD lifting station
units.
The key feature is that Grundfos has
developed a whole new series of
lightweight stainless steel waste water
pumps - the AP12, Ap35 and AP50. The
eight new pumps have motors which
range from O.4kW - 1.1 kW. There are
four drainage AP12 pumps, which can
handle waste water with solids of up to
12mm; and four effluent (AP35 and
AP50) pumps with vortex pump
hydraulics which can transport
contaminated fluids containing a wide
range of solids of up to 35 and 50mm.
One of the distinctive features of the
new pumps is their innovative and
attractive design, including the conic-
shaped pump cover and inlets. In
addition, the unique cable entry makes it
easy to connect and disconnect the
cable and level switch.
New hydraulic system - A special pump
hydraulic system has been developed
for the effluent pumps (AP35 and AP50).
The system, which is being patented at
the moment, consists of a vortex
impeller and a specially-designed pump
house combined with a riser pipe which
10 BSNews, February 1996
gives optimal pump performance in
relation to the size of the solids.
These stainless steel pumps are not
only strong and reliable, they are easy to
clean, and the hydraulic parts are very
easy to take apart. Additionally, the
pump cover keeps the motor cool so that
the pumps can operate continuously at
water temperatures of up to 55°C, even
if the pumps are not completely
sUbmerged. The pumps are equipped
with mechanical shaft seals and the
AP50 vortex pumps have, as a standard,
mechanical shaft seals and seal rings
made of tungsten carbide/tungsten
carbide.
The other pumps are equipped with
silicon carbide/silicon carbide
mechanical shaft seals. The design of
the pumps, combined with the shape of
the handle, makes the pumps easy to
carry, use, move and transport - and
very stable when lifted by hand. These
high quality pumps have received the
following approvals - PA-I, VDE,
DEMKO, NEMKO, SEMKO and SETI.
With the introduction of new stainless
steel pumps and the existing range of
cast-iron pumps, Grundfos now offers
the building industry a full range of
waste water pumps to cover all
applications within drainage, effluent and
sewage.
Drainage pumps also include the cast-
iron AP1 0 which is a very powerful pump
for its size. The AP1 0 comes with an
auto-coupling system for easy
connection and disconnection from
above the pit by means of a guide rail
system. This explosion-proof pump has
a cast-iron motor housing, cast-iron
pump housing and impeller, and double
shaft seal system. The AP10 is a good
choice when it comes to pumping
drainage water, rainwater and mildly-
contaminated waste water containing
solids up to 10mm in size.
Effluent pumps also include the cast-iron
AP30 and AP51 which are designed to
pump effluent and waste water from
residential and commercial buildings
with solids from 30-50mm. These pumps
can be delivered with an auto-coupling
system for easy connection and
disconnection from above the pits by
means of a guide rail system. The
explosion-proof models have cast-iron
motor housing, pump housing and
channel impeller. The motors are oil-
filled with a double-shaft seal system.
Sewage pump models include the AP70
and AP100, the APG grinder pump, and
the API/APLD lifting stations which are
complete units.
Details from Grundfos Ireland Ltd, Unit
34 Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock,
Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 295 4926; Fax: 01 - 295 4739.
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Sewage and effluent
is a dirty business,
and we're in deep.
Grundfos offers a comprehensive range of pumps,
packaged lifting stations and ancillary equipment.
Grundfos, a world leader in pump technology,
has always been known for developing and
producing high quality pumps for clean water
applications.
But did you know that a whole range of products
can be specified for most waste water, sewage
and effluent applications as well?
The Grundfos AP range, built to the
high standards you would expect
from a world leader in pumping
equipment, provides a complete
solution to the building services
industry. Pumps, packaged lifting
stations and a full range of
accessories are backed up by
the well established Grundfos
national sales and service facilities.
For full information contact
FREEPHONE 0500 002621
13
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BSS - Stocking a
Wide Range of
Pumps For All
Industries
The role of the distributor is becoming
increasingly important to Irish industry.
With the cost of stockholding continuing to
rise year by year, the true value and
benefit of having a good and reliable
supplier/stockist is becoming ever-more
important.
BSS (Ireland) Lld is one of the best-known
and experienced distributros of industrial
and commercial heating, pipeline and
process equipment in Ireland with
branches in Dublin and Cork.
BSS were appointed a distributor in 1994
for the Wilo range of pumps which are
stocked in both Dublin and Cork. BSS also
incorporate AMS Pumps, a specialist pump
division, which allows access to the
company's wide range from leading pump
manufacturers such as:-
Albany (gear pumps): Beresford (chemical
product review:pumps
BOSS submersible pump from BSS (Ireland).
Typical applications are cellar drainage,
portable emergency pumps for floodwater and
for garden decorative water features.
pumps); Boss (sump, condensate, test, oil
transfer and general pumps); Gilks ("T' and
"J" range pumps); Jung (waste and
sewage pumps); Lutz (drum pumps);
Sigma (semi-rotary); Whale (diaphragm
pumps); and Wilo (heating circulating and
pressurisation pumps).
All these and more are available for the
multitude of applications encountered
across a whole range of industrial, process
and bUilding services duties. Applications
which vary from boiler feed, pressure
boosting, chemical, effluent and sewage, to
heating, chilled water and condensate
recovery.
The most popular types of general duty
heating circulators and submersible pumps
are stocked in both branches while the
more specialised models are available on
request. Also available is a full range of
pump accessories including controls,
mechanical seals, flexible connections
float switches and check valves.
A technical advisory service on pump
selection, siZing and applications is
available to assist customers choose the
most suitable pump for each application. ~
Details from BSS (Ireland) Ltd, 301 South
Circular Road, Dublin 8.Tel: 01 - 45419'66;
BSS Cork, Bachelors Quay, Cork.
Tel: 021 - 271977.
CALL THE PUMP PEOPLE FOR ALL YOUR PUMPING NEEDS
IWVILOI
THE LARGEST PUMP MANUFACTURER IN EUROPE
855 (/RELANO)l1D.
SELF PRIMING
PUMPS
DUBLIN: White Heater Industrial Estate, 301 South Circular Road, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01- 4541966; Fax: 01- 4541017.
CORK: Bachelors Quay, Cork. Tel: 021 - 271977; Fax: 021 - 275188.
12 BSNews. February 1996
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PUMPS
POTfERTON MYSO (IRELAND).
BELGARD ROAD. TALLAGHT.
DUBLIN 24 Tel. Ol459Oll70 Fax. 01 459OllSO
~
YSON
We said the Myson 'Compact' domestic pump range was
going to be a hit - and it is. It's been judged a 'best of breed'
success by installer and specifier alike since the day it wa
introduced.
Bred with pedigree qualities, it's lighter, quieter and more
user friendly than anything that's gone before.
A true thoroughbred, it leads the market place in terms of
reliability. With its unique no-quibble, full 30 months from
date ofmanufacture warranty - the Myson 'Compact' range
offers a promise of reliability others can only aspire to.
Householders love it. Quiet and obedient to every
command, once it's installed you'd never know it was there.
An installer' best friend, it's light and ea y to handle - even
in those awkward 'tight' refit situations. And it's quick to install,
with large easy to wire terminals and captive screws. There's
even a unique anti-rotation tornrny bar hole that really takes
the biscuit.
Built to doggedly carry on running whatever the system
throws at it in terms. of debris, the Myson 'Compact' range has
the reassurance of a manual restart knob to apply greater torque
in a controllable manner. It's far safer than any form of bleed
crew or electric restart in letting off steam.
And with a choice offixed single speed or switched 3-speed
electronic control mated to a standard (5 metres) or high
(6 metres) head unit, the Myson 'Compact' range is at home
with just about any system configuration.
Reliable and bred for a long and trouble-free life, the
Myson 'Compact' range is backed by the full expertise
and commitment to service
of Potterton Myson - the
leading manufacturer of
heating products. Definitely M
the one to get your paws on.
For a copy of our latest
brochure please phone us on
01·4590870.
Myson Pumps - Al-
together a better alternative.
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ectaire
THE NAME FOR VENTILATION
• Domestic. Commercial. Industrial
• Humidity Control Systems • Ceiling Sweep Fans • DesklWall Fans
• Hand Dryers • Hair Dryers • Insect Killers
o In line models available.
o Complies with BS3456
and BS800;
o CEMarked;
COMMERCIAL - ''VX'' RANGE
o Window, wall, ceiling, 0 Thermal cut-out;
panel, double glazing; 0 Suitable for pubs, clubs,
For small, medium or offices, schools, hospitals,
large rooms, 6 models, restaurants etc;
3 sizes;
o 3 reversible models;
o Speed controllable;
o Silent, automatic shutters;
o Neon operating light;
o Awide range of roof fans and
centrifugal fans also available.
o Thermal cut-out;
o Complies to BS34565,
BS800, BS EN 60629,
CEMark;
o Exceeds current building
regulations;
o Full range of accessories;
o Wall, ceiling or window.
Available ex-stock
o Glass fIbre reinforced
polypropylene blade;
INDUSTRIAL - QC AND CC RANGES - PLATE
MOUNTED AND CASED AXIAL FANS
o Range sizes from 8" (200mm) to 0 Motor constructed with Class F
28" (710mm) diameter; insulation and IP55 protection;
o Single or 3-phase; 0 Fully speed-controllable;
o Robust steel construction with 0 Full range of accessories;
epoxy paint fInish; 0 Optional flameproof motors
available;
DOMESTIC
o Toilet, bathroom, shower-
room, utility room, kitchen;
o Axial and centrifugal;
o 4" and 6" models;
o IPX4 splashproof;
o Timer, pull-cord, automatic,
humidity control, 2 speed
models;
Prirnefime
~",...."..
ELTECHVisit our TradeCounter at:-
342 Lower Kimmage Road, Dublin 6w. Tel: 01 - 490 2632; Fax: 01 . 490 2537
FREE ADVISORY SERVICES
.\ddilillllal dl'laikd lilcr~llurc i,
;1\ ~libhk. Pka'L' ~I'J,. I'm Illlll'L'
Illfllrlll~111l11l llll all~ prodllL'l. ~llld
\\L' \\ ill hL' pk~l,cd III 'lIppl~ it.
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product review: rainwater
WICS
ASSESSMENT
CERT No. PAl
"creaking" from expansion and contraction,
and no noise from running water. Cast-iron
is also fire-proof, requires no protection
when installed adjacent to heating flues etc,
is stable under all climatic conditions (ie will
not become brittle), and offers excellent DV
light resistance.
Details on the entire Glynwed range of rain-
water and other cast-iron pipework systems
are available from Pipes, Valves and Fittings
Lrd, Rock House, Baldonnel, Dublin 22.
Tel: 0I - 459 2221; Fax: 0I - 459 4763.
Sewer System
The Stronger. The Better.
MFP Sales Limited, Lucan, Co. Dublin.
Tel: (01) 6280696. Fax: 628 1119.
In the public sector, the strength and
aesthetic qualities of cast-iron make it a
popular choice with architects, particularly
in the refurbishment of hi toric buildings and
places of national interest where retaining
the original appearance and character of a
building is particularly important.
In addition to the advantages of strength and
pleasing appearance, cast-iron al 0 offers a
number of other benefits as a material for
rainwater systems. Unlike plastic systems,
cast-iron pipework is noi e free, with no
rI
11i1J1]J
,( I
Faster and easier than other and combined sewers, offering a cost effective
sewers, Marley Quantum from MFP alternative to some of the more difficult to handle
combines all the benefits of twin sewer systems.
wall strength with lightweight Extensively tested and awarded the Water
construction. Industry Product Assessment Mark ofApproval by
Available in six metre lengths, it WICS, Marley Quantum is now approved by the
gives a lower metre for metre price vast majority of Water Plc's for use in adopted
and reduced handling and sewer systems.
installation time - so you can And its new BS EN 29002 certification
significantly reduce sewer costs guarantees quality every time.
without compromising standards. Available in 150,225 and 300= and with a full
Marley Quantum is a revolutionary range of fittings, Marley Quantum could well take
new high performance PVC-u a weight off your mind.
pipe which has ~. r For more infimnation about Marley
been specifically designed for _Mf,fn· Quantum, call MFP Sales
use in foul, surface water uanlumLimited at (01) 628 0696.
Glynwed
Cast to Last
Today's roofer may well perceive cast-iron
a a material of the 1950 with little
relevance to modern building techniques,
and indeed many are unaware that cast-iron
is still available as an option for roof
drainage systems. However, while cast-iron
will never return to the heady days of the
pre-l960s, it is a material ...-------------------------------------
which has experienced
something of a revival in recent
years as advances in system
Glynwed Rainwater - Adding
aracter and durability to
omes of distinction.
design have helped to improve
ease of installation, and
specifiers and homeowners
alike continue to trend towards
the use of more traditional
building materials.
Hence the ever-increasing
inroads PVF are making with
the extensive Glynwed range of
cast-iron rainwater systems.
The lightweight advantages of
plastic systems are self-evident
but they are advantages gained
at the expense of strength.
In the housing market cast-iron
has retained its popularity in
the so called "prestige homes",
while the increasing interest in
self-build homes is al 0 proving
a healthy market for cast-iron.
BSNews, February 1996 15 17
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Wavin ... A Leader
in Rainwater
Systems
Wavin has been the leading upplier of
pia tic pipes and fillings in Ireland for
almost 40 years. Initial pipe production at
Cian Park, Drumcondra in 1957 led to the
commissioning of the manufacturing
complex in Balbriggan some five years later.
Production extends into a wide range of
above and below-ground plumbing and
drainage systems.
Wavin's uccess has been achieved by
paying clo e attention to product quality,
product review: rainwater
The Amazon gutter has a flat back 0 that it
it flush to the fascia. A "gutter hanging
bracket" has been introduced which is
almo t invisible when viewed from below.
In addition, the downpipe sit very tightly to
the wall, making it visually appealing and
virtually vandal-proof. Its unique "pipe wall-
off et" provide great flexibility, enabling
direct connection to a running outlet on
eaves without offit. The running outlet,
offset bend, pipe connector and hopper
head all have an aperture socket which
conceals the expansion gap between
downpipe and fittings.
Amazon is ideal both in the installation of
new houses and in the replacement of
existing sy tems on older houses. The
Amazon ystem i manufactured from high-
gloss black, white or brown PYCu. The
colour are consistent and light stable.
RoundLine is primarily a domestic rainwater
y tem with nominal half-round 112mm
(4.5in) gutter and 68mm (2.5in) circular
downpipe. The range of finings is
comprehensive and includes the unique
"Swivelock" running outlet and a variety of
bracket for in tallation on buildings without
a fascia board.
RoundLind is Kitemarked and available in
black or brown. Grey is available to order.
SuperLine is a high-capacity, rapid-draining
rainwater ystem designed for use on large-
roofed dwellings, domestic terrace blocks
Quantum Pipes from MFP Sales being installed by Tipperary
County Council.
Over 500 time capsules made from blue Wavin
pvc water pressure pipe were buried by
schools throughout Ireland and the UK during
February as part of 20120 Vision, an
Ireland/UK Time Capsule Project organised to
mark European Nature Conservation Year.
innovation and development and by building
up a special relationship with suppliers and
customers alike.
Continuous inve tment in plant and tooling
underline the confidence Wavin places in
its future as Ireland's leading pIa tics pipe
and fittings manufacturer.
One of the main areas of focu in recent
years has been in the development and
improvement of product for use above
ground and, in particular, rainwater sy tem .
The Wavin 0 ma rainwater ystem
incorporate a wide range of features,
including three half-round profiles -
RoundLine, SuperLine and RoofLine - and
the new high-capacity square profile system
called Amazon. All systems incorporate the
Flexiclip joint which makes it easy to
connect gutter finings.
A radically new high-capacity rainwater
system, Amazon i. sophisticated, cost-
effective, Jooks good. It is fast and simple to
fit and is reliable.
The sy tem consists of an elegant and
functional gutter, smooth connecting joint
and bracketing and a treamlined downpipe.
Quantum Development from Marley
In the construction and civil engineering fields, rapid advances are being made in material and
processes. A typical example is underground drainage where new technology in plastics has
significantly improved it performance levels. Pia tic is now widely u ed in many applications
including highway drainage, adoptable sewers and around-the-house drainage.
Marley Extrusions has been at the forefront of new product development for many years. As a result
of an exten ive research and development programme. they have developed Quantum technology, a
new PVC-u twin wall manufacturing proces , which is now being marketed in Ireland by MFP
Sales Ltd.
Twin wall quantum pipes have a corrugated outer wall for strength and a mooth inner bore for
hydraulic efficiency. Two versions of Quantum are available; one for highway drainage and a
second for adoptable sewers.
Quantum Highway - This wa launched 18 month ago and has been extremely successful in a
market which i already dominated by plastic pipes. It ha been assessed by the British Board of
Agrement for compliance
and Department of
Transport requirements
and holds BBA Roads and
Bridges Certificate No:
92170.
Available in three sizes of
pipes - 150mm, 225mm
and 300mm nominal
diameter - both carrier
pipes and filter drain are
available. For filter drains
both half-slotted and fully-
slotted options are offered.
All pipe have an integral
socket which is formed
during the pipe
manufacturing process, an
accompli hment no other twin-wall pipe manufacturer has been able to match.
Quantum ewer - The performance level of Quantum Sewer meet the stringent requirements et by
the water industry. Following a 2-year as essment programme using criteria established by the
relevant British Water Industry committee, Quantum Sewer was awarded the first ever WICS
Certificate of Product Assessment, (PAl).
It is available in 3-metre and 6-metre lengths with nominal diameters of 150,225 and 300mm.
Quantum's design makes it easy to handle on site; the pipes are supplied plain-ended, making them
easy to cut on site by sawing betwen the ridges.
The installation benefits of PVC-u are well documented and, with its increased long-term
performance levels, Quantum Sewer can be u ed with confidence in both adoptable and private
sewers.
For further information contact, MFP Sales Ltd, Lucan, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 628 0696; Fax: 01 - 628 1119.
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and small commercial units. SuperLine
feature nominal half-round gutters of
125mm (Sin) and u e exactly the same
range of 68mm (2.5in) circular downpipes
and fittings as the 112mm (4.5in) RoundLine
system.
SuperLine is Kitemarked and is available in
black or brown.
RoofLine is a very large capacity rainwater
system for large industrial, commercial and
agricultural buildings. Gutters are 150mm
(6in) nominal half-round and the system uses
standard 1I Omm pipes and fittings from the
Wavinsoil sy tern.
RoofLine is Kitemarked and available in
grey. Black can be supplied to order.
Wavin was among the first companie to be
registered to IS-ISO 9002 and the Wavin
o ma rainwater system complie with the
BS4576 Part I: 1970 (1982) 'Half round
Gutter and Pipe '.
For further information on any of the Wavin
y tem contact the Wavin Sale Office at
Tel: 01 - 841 5555.
Marley Alutec
Appoints MFP
Sales
MFP Sales has been appointed ole
di tributor of the Marley Alutec range of
aluminium rainwater drainage systems for
the whole of Ireland. The comprehensive
range of products i ideally suited to
commercial projects, housing developments,
local authority and Housing Association
applications.
Marley Alutec Rainwater Systems are
uitable for dome tic, commercial and
industrial applications in both modem and
traditional buildings. In particular, the
systems are suitable for building with long
life, low maintenance pecifications and
traditionally-sensitive locations.
Included are the Aligator "snap-fit" system
with profile including Deeptlow half-round,
Ogee 46 and Viscount, as well a Victoria
Ogee and half-round cast gutter.
The whole ystem is available in a range of
18 colour or plain finish. Any non-standard
colour i also available on request.
Marley Alutec rainwater systems consist of
extruded, pressed and die-cast aluminium
component. All systems are offered with a
comprehensive range of fittings, sealants,
fixings and assembly bolt.
Details from MFP Marley Sales Lld, Lucan,
Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 628 0696; Fax: 01 - 628 1119.
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CIBSE
CIBSE Annual Dinner
The CIBSE annual dinner was held in the Burlington Hotel recently. The guest
speaker was Mr Aonghus McAnally from RTE. The President of CIBSE, Alec Moir,
also attended and joined other invited guests at the top table.
The evening was well attended and gave many an opportunity to meet with old
friends. To everyone's delight the speeches were well received, particularly the
short ones, and this gave Aonghus McAnally plenty of time to entertain all those
present.
Our many thanks to those responsible for organising the evening and to all who
supported the dinner with their attendance.
Left: Teddy
Bourke with
Aonghus
McAnally; Alec
Moir, President,
CIBSE; and
Tony Gillen,
President,
MEBSCA.
Right: Alec Moir,
President,
CIBSE with
Oliver Reddy,
Chairman,
CIBSE; and
Sean MUlcahy.
Left: Matt
Mohan with
Denzil Dismore;
Stephen
McCully; and
Jim Patton, NI
Region, CIBSE.
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Brian Homan with Alec Moir, President, CIBSE; and Seamus Homan.
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Pictured above: John Quinn and John Brophy, BSS
Ireland with Oliver Reddy, Chairman, CIBSE; Wynn L10yd
Jones, BSS; and Peter O'Dowd.
A very interesting talk was presented by Wynn L10yd
Jones of BSS Group recently on valve technology
and the changes introduced over the last 20 years.
A large attendance heard of the progress in ball-
valve technology which now permits their use for
flow control.
Plenty of sample valves were on display, including
cut-away valves, thus enabling those in attendance
to fully appreciate the points being made.
While there is a move away from multi-turn, it is
hoped that BSS might do CIBSE another turn with a
further presentation in the near future.
Valve Technology - Multi
- To Quarter Turn
Oliver Reddy, Chairman, CIBSE with Aonghus McAnally,
guest speaker; and Alec Moir, CIBSE President.
Oliver Reddy, Chairman, CIBSE with Colin Murphy, Pro
CIBSE; and John Kileen, President of IEI.
Oliver Reddy, Chairman, CIBSE
with Finbar Callanan, Director
General, IEI.
Left: Malachy Walsh, President
ACEI with Ken Beattie, DIT, Bolton
Street.
Joe Lawlor with Herbert Taylor and Frank McCaffrey.
John Doyle, Society of Chartered Surveyors with Tom McCormack,
Institution of Structural Engineers, Chairman ROI Branch; and Charlie
Costelloe, Property Managers Association.
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Whatever your plumbing and heating requirements ...
Copper Provides
The Solution
Whatever your building and heating
requirements, Copper has the solution.
that installation clearances need only
be nominal and the control of
expansion and contraction can be
easily dealt with using standard
techniques.
Copper is non-combustible. Indeed,
with a melting temperature of
1083°C, it is ideal for use in domestic
sprinkler systems. Copper handles
extremes of heat with no problems,
side effects, or long-term
degradation. It maintains acceptable
physical, chemical and mechanical
properties between -196°C and
205°C, meaning that it may be used
in applications as diverse as steam
lines and cryogenics.
Confidence in copper - Copper can
be used in all areas of plumbing and
heating services with a high degree
of confidence. It is a high-quality
product that ha~ evolved and
improved over 50 years of use to
become the professional's choice.
In order to help installers make the
most of copper, the ECPPC has
published a series of "Installation
Tips" which provide technical advice
on the best use of copper systems.
These are published in booklet form
and details of the availability - or
advice on the use of copper in any
bUilding services context - are
available from Irish Metal Industries,
Unit 25, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co Dublin. Tel: 01 - 295
2344/295 2137; Fax: 01 - 295 2163.
to Hospital Technical Memorandum
(HTM) 22 standard. The fact that
copper is used in such a wide range
of applications is proof that its quality
and durability are recognised by the
trade.
Value for money - Copper is
competitive with other systems in
terms of material and installation
costs. Total installed system costs
and the proven longevity of a copper
system demonstrate excellent value
for money. Installers only need one
family of materials for all water and
gas services, saving time, costs and
stockholding levels.
Ease of installation - Copper
provides a rigid, self-supporting
system, which research shows lasts
indefinitely if correctly installed. The
rigidity of copper means that it can be
installed vertically or horizontally
without sagging, and with the
minimum use of clips. All connections
to gas boilers (both flows and
returns) should be copper. Boiler
manufacturers recommend that
installers should have at least a
metre of copper between any heat
source and other piping.
Copper's neat and attractive
appearance, especially when plated
with chromium, is an important factor
as surface-mounted pipework is
common in many buildings,
especially when retrofitting work is
undertaken.
Physical properties - Copper has
excellent physical properties, being
able to withstand any combination of
pressure and temperature likely to
arise in hot and cold water services
and central heating. Copper has high
structural and tensile strength and,
unlike some other plumbing
materials, its dimensions change little
with temperature. For example, a 6m
length of copper tube joined to a
boiler with a working temperature of
82°C will only increase in installed
length by about 7mm. This low
coefficient of linear expansion means
The European Copper PlumbingPromotional Campaign(ECPPC) aims to promote the
positive attributes of copper for
plumbing and heating systems
across Europe and is now turning its
attention to heating and plumbing
installers and specifiers in Ireland.
In addition to advertisements in the
trade press, the campaign will utilise
wide range of communication
techniques. In the UK, for example,
presentations to plumbers,
merchants and technical colleges
have played a major role. In Austria
and Germany, Copper Day seminars
are regularly held to remind installers
of the reasons copper is seen as '1he
professional choice". Just some of
these reasons are outlined below:
Versatility - Copper tube and fittings
can be used in every part of a
domestic, commercial and industrial
plumbing and heating system,
including gas, hot water, cold water
and central heating. Both tube and
fittings are compatible with each
other - regardless of manufacture -
and come in a vast range of sizes.
From 6mm to 219mm, copper tube
can come in rigid lengths of easy-to-
bend soft-condition coils (6mm to
28mm) in order to meet any job
specification. Copper fittings are
available up to 219mm and have also
been designed to make the installer's
job as easy as possible.
Quality and Safety - Copper
systems are tried and tested. In
Ireland, copper tube and fitings are
manufactured to the Irish Standard
Specifications of IS 238 and IS 239
respectively, in sizes up to 54mm.
For larger diameter requirements, the
Standards are BS 2871: Part 1 and
BS 864 Part 2 respectively. All these
products are manufactured under
quality control systems to EN ISO
9002; 1994 as administered by the
relevant standards authority.
Degreased copper tube and fittings
are specially prepared for pipework
carrying medical gases and cleaned
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I£CHNOLOGY
CONSULTANTS
We can deliver Professional Gas Safety
Training direct to your doorstep from our
fully equipped Mobile Training Unit
• Approved Training Courses available
for ALL current elements (1-15) of
the HSC ACOP • Standards of training
in safe gas installation
• Training Assessment or Re-Assessment
• Courses available throughout the UK
and Ireland
Gas Safety Training Direct to Client
·Continued from page 5
environment. The mobile unit will travel anywhere in the UK and
Ireland to deliver on-site courses to companies, their employees and the
self-employed.
The courses, covering all current elements (1-15) of the HSC Approved
Code of Practice (ACOP) Standard of training in gas installation, will
provide domestic ga installer and operatives with enough knowledge
and practical skills to carry out the job in hand safely with due regard to
good working practice and meet the levels of competence required by
the new CORGI criteria.
By 1998 all individual gas operatives must be able to meet these new
criteria and Flame Technology Consultants are fully aware that this will
cause an increased demand for training, assessment and retesting.
Flame Technology Consultant also offer industrial gas training cour es.
Contact: Kevin Simms, Flame Technology Consultants.
: 0044116278 1954.
Flame Technology
Consultants - Mobile
training unit for
domestic gas safety
training.
RACGS Outings for 1996
The following is the refrigeration and air conditioning golfing society
programme of outings for the coming year:-
J3 April- Glasson (Athlone): Tee reserved 12.00 - 13.45;
23 May - Killeen (Naas): Tee reserved 10.30am - 12pmj
11 July - Forrest Little (Dublin): Presidents Prize. Tee reserved lOam -
12pm;
IS August - St Margarets (Dublin): Captain's Prize. Tee reserved 11.45am
-13.45pm;
26 September - Druids Glen (Wicklow): Tee reserved 10.30am to 12.30pmj
21 November - City West (Dublin): Tee reserved 9.45am - 11.45arn.
Qual·Pex
Agrement
Board
Certification
Since Quality Plastics was
established in 1970 it has been
committed to producing quality
plastic goods for the construction,
agriculture and plumbing sectors.
State-of-the-art manufacturing and
test procedures have ensured that
the company has consistently
maintained international test
certification for its products and
was among the first in the industry
to achieve ISO 9002 and BS 5750
accreditations. It was also the first
Irish-based - and the only Irish-
owned - pipe company to undergo
and pass the rigorous test
requirements to become a Bord
Gais approved pipe supplier.
Just recently, the company Qual-
PEX became the first and only
extruded pipe to be awarded the
prestigious Irish Agrement Board
certification. Not only will this
benefit Qual-PEX pipe on the
Irish market as this certification is
vital for architects and other
specifiers, but it will also open the
door to increased sales to other
EU member countries which have
affiliated Agrement Boards.
Quality Plastics is a wholly Irish-
owned company which has grown
from a seven-person start-up
operation in 1970 to a medium-
sized Irish company in 1996
directly employing 70 people and
indirectly employing many more
in the Cork region. Its growth and
strength can be attributed to its
tenacity in achieving the highest
international quality accreditations
in the industry which are vital for
a company which exports 50% of
its manufactured output.
The late t product addition (and
subject of the Irish Agrement
Board Certification) is Qual-PEX
CC>RGI
REGISTERED
Do you meet the
new criteria?
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ual-PEX
lumbing & Heating Pipe
The Minister for Enterprise & Employment, Mr Richard Bruton, TD,
presenting the Irish Agrement Board Certificate to Gary A Horgan,
Quality Plastics Ltd. Also included are Garry D Horgan, Managing
Director and Brendan O'Brien, Sales Director, of Quality Plastics Ltd,
Cork.
MFP Soil & Waste
MRP has over 20 years
experience in the
development and
manufacture of PVC drainage
systems and is a major
supplier of quality products
to the construction industry
in Ireland. Pictured right is
the cover of MFP's soil and
waste system brochure. For
copies contact: Sales office,
MFP.
Tel: 01-628 0696.
AGENTS IN THE
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Contact: Jim SulIivan,
GEA Happel.
Tel: 0044 181 6604026.
The GEA Happel secondary air louvre system
varies the projection direction of the air jet and
heats the space rapidly and more effectively
without creating draughts
Happel's Secondary Air Louvre System
When fitted with a unique, patented secondary air louvre system, GEA
Ha~pel's range of unit heaters are said to achieve operational energy
savmgs of at least 15% over conventional units. The system can be applied
to the Multitherm, \Iulti-A and Multi·C models which are available in a
variety of configurations and sizes to suit most commercial and industrial
space heating and cooling applications. All units in the range carry the CE
Mark, are manufactured under ISO 9000, and carry a 2-year warranty as
standard. To date over a million units have been sold worldwide and GEA
Happel are currently looking to appoint an Irish distributor.
Heart of the system is the aerodynamic aluminium profiles whose positions
determine the direction of air discharge. On ceiling. mounted units it is
infinitely.variable from the horizontal to vertical. With wall-mounted units
the air jet remains more stable than the conventional discharge systems
resulting in improved heat distribution over a wider area.
Such are the savings that the additional cost of either retrofits or new units
fit~ed with the system is usually r!'Coverable within a single heating season.
It IS an extremely low-cost alternative to expensive insulating measures,
particularly in the case of older workshops.
Available for hot water, steam or electric heating, standard units are
designed for horizontal or vertical mounting and have discharge louvres on
a square frame that may be installed in four positions within the front co
to project air in any direction.
Air movement is via a balanced aluminium diecast axial fan driven by a 3-
speed externally
located motor. This has
a thermistor to control
winding temperatures
and provide full motor
protection.
There are four basic
case sizes to provide air
volumes from 700 to
7230m3/h, using water
temperatures of 55/45,
70/50, 80/60, 9OnO or
BOnO. Heating
capacities are from
3.2kW to 175kW and
fan speeds are 700,
1050 and 1350 rev/min.
with domestic central heating (up
to 95°C) and thus making it a
very attractive alternative to
copper pipe for aU domestic
plumbing. The use of Qual-PEX
greatly reduces installation time,
thereby increasing
competitiveness and efficiency.
To find out more call Jim sullivan
G :=l\ GEA Happel Ltd
GEA Happel Ltd is actively seeking agents to
handle a range of industrial and commercial
heating products not previously directly
available in the Republic of Ireland. Within the
range is a worldwide million seller!
GEA Happel Ltd· Smitham House· 127 Brighton Road
Coulsdon • Surrey CR5 2NJ
Tel: 0181 6604026 • Fax: 0181 7632879
Candidates will have established contacts with
local authorities, specifiers and contractors.
Having these competitive products on board
could provide a rewarding opportunity to
expand your business.
for hot and cold water and central
and underfloor heating systems.
Qual-PEX is made from
crosslinked polyethylene, the
crosslinking process giving the
polyethylene material the thermal
stability required to withstand the
high temperatures associated
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direct-expansion water chiller
with cooling capacities ranging
from 400kW to 2200kW: 34
models are available to match
individual customer
requirements.
Ammonia (R717) has long
been the refrigerant of choice
in chillers used for industrial
refrigeration because of its high
efficiency and low cost. A major
environmental benefit is that
ammonia has zero ozone
depletion potential and zero
global warming potential.
The YNWS employs a York
Frick twin-screw compressor,
designed for long life reliability
and well proven in demanding
industrial refrigeration
applications.
The compressor drive-line has
a close-couple, open-drive, air-
cooled electric motor which
reduces energy consumption
by up to 6% compared to a
semi-hermetic refrigerant
cooled motor. The open drive
design also eliminates the
potential for expensive damage
to the chiller in the event of
motor burn-out.
Efficiency is maintained at high
and part load operation giving
economic performance in all
load conditions. The chiller also
operates at low condenser
water temperatures, dispensing
with the need for a cooling
tower bypass and reducing
energy costs during Winter.
Contact: Austin McDermott,
York ACR Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 456 9424.
York
Ammonia-
Based Chiller
true RMS measurement, bar
graph display, AC and DC non-
contact current measurement
and crest factor indications.
All instruments are supplied
with test leads, instructions and
a convenient belt clip pouch.
The full Di-Log range is now in
stock and available from S W
Carty's South Dublin
Distribution Centre.
Contact: John Duggan, S W
Cariy & Son. Tel: 01 - 450
8046; Fax: 01 - 450 3486.
York International has launched
its first ammonia-based chiller,
purpose-designed for
commercial air conditioning
applications. The York YNWS
is a water-cooled, rotary screw,
Dwyer Pressure Test Guages
The Series 7114 Spirahelic® guages boast ±1/4$ of full scale accuracy with quality and features
usually found only in much more expensive
instruments.
A unique triple wound, spiral/helical Bourdon tube
achieves this high level of performance through direct
drive of the indicating pointer, eliminating gears, cams
and mechanical linkages, as well as the wear and
sluggishness often associated with more costly
competitive units.
The chance of parralax error is virtually eliminated by
the combination of a knife edge pointer and a highly-
reflective mirrored scale overlay directly beside the
scale graduations. These 41/2 solid front guages
conform to ASME B40.1, replacing existing guages
without changes in panel cutout or mounting holes.
Contact: Bob Gilbert, Manotherm. Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
Di-Log Instruments' Premier multimeter range which is now available
ex-stock from S W earty & Son.
World Class
Meters ... No
Compromises
The Di-Log Premier range of
multimeters and clamp meters
has been introduced to the
market in Ireland by S W Carty
& Son Ltd. Their products
provide state-of-the-art
specification and performance
at very competitive prices,
without compromise to quality
or function. The range caters
for all applications from
straightforward amps, volts and
ohms up to instruments offering
full memory functions and true
RMS accuracy.
All multimeters are supplied
with rugged crash bands, test
leads and instructions.
The Clamp Meter range
incorporates a comprehensive
choice of features including
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MANOTHERM
'----=.=; L IMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100 - KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Dual four-digit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
• Auto/Manual, Self-Tune & Pre-Tune, Ramping Setpoinl
• Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
• Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
• Additional plug-in outputs.
• Comprehensive alarm strategy· AND/OR & loop alarm.
• No-battery design (E 2 technology. 100 years retention)
• IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
• RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)
PROCESS CONTROL
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers
WE CAN OFFER:
- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters
-Dividers
-Linearisers
- PC & PLC interface
-Plug-in Modules-Eurocards
PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.
MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm Ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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